


Introducing

Slow stories, subtle stop motion animated scenes that 
explores the boundaries within Film, Art and Time. 
Video's without a beginning or an end, edited in an 
infinite loop.

These animations are specialy made to be played off 
grid, to contrast our daily online video consumption 
full of hyperactive eyecandy.

SlowstorSlowstory aims to create a more intimate relation with 
it's observer, letting them drift and imagine for a 
short period of time...



Transience of life

A still life capuring the beauty of 
Living & dying & reliving it.

An endless loop of a Memento Mori.

Story frame in edition of 15pc + 1A.P.
Size 21/30cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.Price on request.

Unique sculpture available on request
Wood, glass, dried flowers, plastic, 
brass, metal, porcelain, fabrik, bone, 
berries, bread, aluminium, tin, wax, 
cork, black MDF

https://vimeo.com/353995317



In Memoriam

An ode to the flowers that once bloomed.

An endless loop of a 15cm rotating mini 
bouquet preserved for eternity 

Story frame in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 21/30cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPSHD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

Unique sculpture available on request
Wood, porcelain, dried flowers, plastic

https://vimeo.com/365712165



In Memoriam 2.0

An ode to the flowers that once bloomed.

An endless loop of a 10cm rotating mini 
bouquet preserved for eternity.

In edition of 1pc
Size 23/18cm
BlacBlack MDF, plastic, glass, dried flowers, 
7” LCD, HD mediaplayer, 1024x600

Price on request.

https://vimeo.com/369269215 



The Spectator

A view on an urban alienation passing by. 

Story frame in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 21/30cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4 
HD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

https://vimeo.com/353997873https://vimeo.com/353997873



Broken bulb

Broke bulb is a small problem solving 
scene by it's self, captured in an end-
less loop.
What's needed to replace a light-bulb when 
you dont have an ladder? This situation 
gives you a little insight of a hero who 
will defy this stacked tower at any time. 

Story frames in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 21/30cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4,
HD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

Unique sculpture available on request
WoodWood, plastic, copper, aluminium, foam, 
brass, fabrik, dead fly, LED, 220V-3V 
adapter

https://vimeo.com/367980972



Continuüm

Even when the world seems to stand still, 
there is always something that moves us.

An endless loop of a rotating room frozen 
in time and space.

Story frame in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 21/29cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPSHD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

https://vimeo.com/417991636



Hello sunshine

Even when all hope seems lost, don't 
forget to flourish.

an endless loop of dancing flowers in 
vessels locked up in quarantine

Story frame in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 20.5/28cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPSHD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

https://vimeo.com/417958983



Dancing Daisies

An endless loop of a dancing mini bouquet 
full of daisies 

Story frame in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 21/30cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

https://vimeo.com/405445575https://vimeo.com/405445575



Dandelion

An endless loop of a Dandelion reveiling & 
concealing its fragile beauty.

Story frames in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 21/30cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

https://vimeo.com/449618433https://vimeo.com/449618433



Cultivating time

Time is our most valuable asset and 
should be handled with care.
An endless loop of time passing by in 
an old warehouse

Story frame in edition of 15pc + 3A.P.
Size 21/29cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPSHD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request.

https://vimeo.com/449640283



Working my way up
Collaboration with Maarten Baas

“It seems to me it doesn’t really matter 
whether one works hard or stumbles one’s 
way through life. Somehow, the result of 
any lifestyle is equal to any other. While 
one falls down, another works hard to get 
higher, but there are always these forces 
that keeps everybody more or less at the 
samsame level.”
-Maarten baas-

An endless loop of working men interacting 
with an escalator.

Story frame in edition of 3pc + 2A.P.
Size 3x 21/29cm
Wood, 10” Tablet, looping MP4, 
HD 1200x800 IPS

Price on request

https://vimeo.com/449655468





FRAGILE, Table lamp

FRAGILE, Handle with care Table lamp 
Stacked mini crates on pallet.

Size: 36/25/75cm
Plywood, 220V-12V, 12W LED

Price on request.



FRAGILE, Floor lamp

FRAGILE, Handle with care Floor lamp 
Stacked mini crates on pallet.

Size: 50/40/187cm
Plywood, 220V-12V, 18W LED

Price on request.



Niels Hoebers

“Imagination is essential for our personal wellbeing.
It creates freedom to our cultivated lives and
forms the base for creativity and innovation.”

   

 
Niels Hoebers,
Born in 1981, Horst, the Netherlands.Born in 1981, Horst, the Netherlands.
Studied at the Design Academy Eindhoven, Where he 
Graduated in 2010 Cum laude with the stop motion 
animation Walter, a dialogue with the imagination.
After graduation he started his production studio for 
stop motion animations which is based in Eindhoven.

HoeberHoebers his work characterizes itself by the wide va-
riety of different materials that he uses in his ani-
mations. The love and knowledge for these materials 
and their unique qualities ensure that the animations 
feel magical real. The creativity on which he approa-
ches each and every project creates an unique aliena-
tion between reality and fiction

Hoebers collaborated with numerous artists, such as 
Nacho Carbonell, Maarten Baas, Dirk vander Kooij, 
Studio RENS, Borre Akkersdijk and many more.
Clients he worked with are, VPRO, Groninger museum, 
Naturalis, Fairtrade, DWDD, KLM, Oilily, Auping, 
Quinny, Dutch Design Foundation.

Places where his work was shown/exhibited,
GuggenheiGuggenheim NY, MUDAC Lausanne, Groninger Museum, Van 
Abbe museum Eindhoven, Dongdaemun Design Plaza Seoul, 
Centre Pompidou Paris, Museo Bagatti Valsecchi Milan, 
Design Hall Stockholm, MOTI Breda, The Box Aarhus, 
van Eyck Maastricht, 5Vie Milan  

Contact
Niels Hoebers

Studio adress
Daalakkersweg 8-40
5641JA Eindhoven
The Netherlands

+31(0)629574483+31(0)629574483
Info@nielshoebers.com
www.nielshoebers.com
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